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A theory for quantum-mechanical calculations of cross sections for atom-molecule and molecular
collisions in a magnetic field is presented. The formalism is based on the representation of the wave
function as an expansion in a fully uncoupled space-fixed basis. The systems considered
include 1S-atom–2S-molecule, 1S-atom–3S-molecule, 2S-molecule–2S-molecule, and
3S-molecule–3S-molecule. The theory is used to elucidate the mechanisms for collisionally
induced spin depolarization. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1636691#

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory for quantum-mechanical close coupling cal-
culations of cross sections for atom-molecule and molecular
collisions has been known for over 40 years. After the work
of Arthurs and Dalgarno,1 most authors used the total angular
momentum representation for the close coupling expansion
of the wave function.2,3 The total angular momentum repre-
sentation reduces the dimension of the coupled channel prob-
lem, but the physics of fully resolved state–to–state transi-
tions is often not transparent from the expressions for the
coupling matrix elements. Recent years have witnessed an
increased interest to atomic and molecular collisions in ex-
ternal magnetic and electric fields. The total angular momen-
tum is not conserved in collisions in an external field and the
conventional close coupling theory of molecular collisions
needs to be modified. A formulation in a space-fixed frame
would allow for calculations at specific values of the total
angular momentum projection which remains a good quan-
tum number in a homogeneous field and provide insight into
the mechanism of state-resolved transitions based on the
structure of the coupling matrices.

Molecules with magnetic dipole moments can be trapped
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field if their translational en-
ergy is less than the potential of the magnetic field forces.4–7

The trapping selects molecules in the states whose energy
increases with increasing magnetic field. Trapped molecules
offer a variety of research possibilities such as high precision
spectroscopy8 and manipulation and control of molecular
interactions.9 A general method for loading molecules in a
magnetic trap relies on buffer gas cooling.5–8 Molecules are
slowed down to temperatures of near or less than 1 K by
elastic collisions with precooled buffer gas atoms, usually
He. The efficiency of the buffer gas loading depends on the

rate at which collisions with He atoms induce relaxation
from the Zeeman level with the highest energy. The lowest
temperature of the trapped molecules that can be achieved by
buffer gas cooling is of the order of 0.3–1 K. The buffer gas
may then be removed and the molecules cooled to lower
temperatures by evaporative cooling due to elastic energy
transfer in molecule–molecule collisions. Spin depolariza-
tion in molecular collisions limits the evaporative cooling.
An alternative method to produce ultracold molecules is pho-
toassociation of laser-cooled alkali-metal atoms.10–12 The
photoassociation of two atoms in the2S-state with maximal
stretching of spin produces diatomic molecules in the3S
state. The molecules are trapped but collisions with atoms
induce both rovibrationally inelastic and spin-depolarization
transitions leading to trap loss and release of energy.

The efficiency of the production of ultracold molecules
depends on the mechanisms driving spin-depolarization tran-
sitions in atomic and molecular collisions in a magnetic field.
Spin depolarization in atom-molecule and molecule-
molecule collisions in the absence of a magnetic field has
been studied by Volpi and Bohn,13 Avdeenkov and Bohn,14

and Bohn15 and quantum calculations for atom–atom colli-
sions in external fields have been carried out by several
authors.16–26Fukuda27 has studied high speed atom-molecule
collisions in strong magnetic fields and discovered mecha-
nisms for inelastic transitions that depend on the molecular
center of mass velocity and Volpi and Bohn28 have calculated
rate constants for spin relaxation in collisions of O2(3S)
molecules with He atoms in a magnetic field. A close cou-
pling expansion in terms of products of Hund’s case~b!
functions of the diatomic molecule and the wave functions of
the rotational angular momentum of the collision complex
was used. Volpi and Bohn found that the rate of the Zeeman
relaxation increases dramatically with magnetic field at low
collision energies and small magnetic fields.

In this article we develop the formalism for quantum-
mechanical close coupling calculations of cross sections for
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atom-molecule and molecular collisions in a magnetic field.
The method is based on expansion of the wave function in a
fully uncoupled space-fixed basis. This leads to equations
from which the mechanism for Zeeman transitions in rota-
tionally ground-state molecules can be identified. We discuss
spin-depolarization in collisions of2S and 3S molecules
with structureless targets and in collisions of2S and 3S di-
atomic molecules with2S and 3S molecules. The theory
presented can be used also for the analysis of spectra of van
der Waals complexes in magnetic fields. Atomic units are
used throughout the article. Bold symbols denote matrices,
vectors, and nonscalar operators.

II. THEORY

The total Hamiltonian of two particles~A and B! with
nonzero spin can be written as

H52
1

2m
R22

]

]R
R2

]

]R
1

l2

2mR2 1U, ~1!

where

U5HA
si1HB

si1VA
sd1VB

sd1VAB
si 1VAB

sd , ~2!

R is the Jacoby coordinate joining the centers of mass of the
colliding particles,l is the angular momentum describing the
rotation of the vectorR, m is the reduced mass of the collid-
ing particles,HA and HB denote the Hamiltonians of the
isolated particles A and B,VAB denotes the potentials for the
interaction between A and B and the superscripts si and sd
are used to distinguish the spin-independent~si! and spin-
dependent~sd! terms. The termsVA

sd and VB
sd include the

interaction with external magnetic fields. In a magnetic field,
the spherical symmetry of the scattering problem is broken
and it is not possible to formulate the collision problem in
the conventional coupled representation of Arthurs and
Dalgarno.1 We propose instead to expand the total wave
function in products of eigenfunctions ofl2, HA

si , HB
si , SA

2 ,
andSB

2 as follows:

C5R21(
i

Fi~R!f i , ~3!

where

f i5fAfBuSAMSA
&uSBMSB

&u lml&, ~4!

SA and SB are the spins of the particles A and B, andml ,
MSA

, and MSB
are the projections ofl, SA , and SB on a

space-fixed quantization axis. The functionsfA andfB are
obtained from the eigenstate equations with the Hamiltonians
HA

si and HB
si . When R5`, U approaches an asymptotic

HamiltonianHas. The matrixHas may not be diagonal in the
basis~4! for systems with spin-orbit and spin–spin interac-
tion and we introduce a transformationC that diagonalizes
the matrixHas. It is assumed that the interaction ofl with
other angular momenta and the magnetic field can be ne-
glected. The asymptotic matrixHas is always diagonal inl
and ml . The matrix of the transformationC is constructed
numerically but its structure follows from the form of the
operators in Eq.~2!. The solution of the close coupled equa-
tions at a fixed total energyE

F d2

dR2 2
l ~ l 11!

R2 12mEGFa lml
~R!

52m (
a8 l 8ml8

@CTUC#a lml ;a8 l 8m
l8
Fa8 l 8m

l8
~R!, ~5!

subject to the boundary conditions

F
a8 l 8m

l8

a lml ~R→0!→0

F
a8 l 8m

l8

a lml ~R→`!;daa8d l l 8dmlml8
exp@2 i~kaR2p l /2!#

2S ka

ka8
D 1/2

Sa8 l 8m
l8 ;a lml

exp@ i~ka8R2p l 8/2!# ~6!

gives theS-matrix or the probability amplitudes for transi-
tions between the eigenstates of theCTHasC matrix labeled
by the indexesa,l ,ml . The notationka is used for the wave
number corresponding to channela. The total angular mo-
mentum projectionM is conserved and the matrixU does
not contain couplings between the states with different val-
ues of M . The computations can therefore be carried out
independently for different values ofM .

The cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering are
computed from theS-matrix according to

sa→a85
p

ka
2 (

M
(

l
(
ml

(
l 8

(
ml8

ud l l 8dmlml8
daa8

2Sa lml ;a8 l 8m
l8

M u2. ~7!

The derivation of this expression is given in the Appendix.
In the following sections we derive expressions for the

elements of theU-matrix in the space-fixed uncoupled
representation~4! for the cases of1S-atom2S-diatomic mol-
ecule, 1S-atom–3S-molecule, 2S-molecule–2S-molecule,
and3S-molecule–3S-molecule.

A. Collisions of 1S-atoms with 2S-molecules

The interaction potential of a structureless atom with a
2S diatomic molecule is spin-independent and the total
Hamiltonian of the1S-atom–2S-molecule system in a mag-
netic field can be written as

H52
1

2m
R22

]

]R
R2

]

]R
1

l2

2mR2

1Has1V~R,r !2Vm~r ! ~8!

with the asymptotic Hamiltonian of the form29

Has52
1

2mm
r 22

]

]r
r 2

]

]r
1

N2

2mmr 2

1gN"S1Vm~r !12m0B"S, ~9!

where r is the distance between the atoms in the diatomic
molecule,mm is the reduced mass of the molecule,N andS
are the rotational and spin angular momenta of the molecule,
g is the spin-rotation interaction constant,V(R,r ) is the
atom-molecule interaction potential,Vm(r ) is the potential
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describing the vibrational motion of the molecule,B is the
vector of the magnetic field, andm0 is the Bohr magneton.
The quantizationz-axis is chosen in the direction ofB and
the last term in Eq.~9! can be rewritten as 2m0BSz , where
Sz is the operator giving thez-component of the spin.

The basis functions are the products

f i5xv
N~r !uNMN&uSMS&u lml&. ~10!

MN andMS denote the projections ofN andS on thez-axis
andxv

N(r ) are the vibrational wave functions of the diatomic
molecule in the vibrational statev and rotational stateN.

If the interaction potentialV(R,r ) is expanded in spheri-
cal harmonics

V~R,r !5(
l

S 4p

2l11DVl~R,r !

3(
ml

~21!mlYl,2ml
~R̂!Yl,ml

~ r̂ !, ~11!

the matrix elements ofV in the basis~10! can be evaluated
using the Wigner-Eckart theorem30

^xv
N~r !u^NMNu^SMSu^ lml uV~R,r !uxv8

N8~r !&uN8MN8 &uSMS8&u l 8ml8&

5dMSM
S8
3(

l
^xv

NuVl~R,r !uxv8
N8&S l l l 8

0 0 0D S N l N8

0 0 0 D @~2l 11!~2l 811!~2N11!~2N811!#1/2

3(
ml

~21!ml2ml2MNS l l l 8

2ml 2ml ml8
D S N l N8

2MN ml MN
D , ~12!

where the symbols in parentheses are 3j -symbols.R̂ andr̂ in Eq. ~11! are unit vectors in the direction ofR andr , respectively.
The matrix elements of the spin-rotation operator can be readily obtained using the identity

gN"S5g@NzSz1
1
2 ~N1S21N2S1!#, ~13!

whereN6 andS6 are the ladder operators.30 They have the form

^xv
N~r !u^NMNu^SMSu^ lml ugN"Suxv8

N8~r !&uN8MN8 &uSMS8&u l 8ml8&

5dvv8d l l 8dmlml8
dNN8dMNM

N8
dMSM

S8
gMNMS1dvv8d l l 8dmlml8

dNN8dMNM
N8 61dMSM

S871

3
g

2
@N~N11!2MN8 ~MN8 61!#1/2@S~S11!2MS8~MS871!#1/2. ~14!

The matrices ofN2, l2, and 2m0BSz are diagonal in the
basis~10!.

The constantg in Eq. ~13! is independent ofR. Because
the matrix of the spin-rotation interaction is nondiagonal, we
need to introduce a transformationC that diagonalizes the
matrix of the asymptotic HamiltonianHas. This transforma-
tion will not mix states with different values ofN. ThusN is
a good quantum number atR5`. Since there are no ele-
ments in the matrix of theN"S operator that couple states
with different values ofMS1MN , the transformationC con-
serves the sum. It follows from Eq.~12! that the matrix ele-
ments of the interaction potential that couple the states with
MN and MN6DMN also couple the states withml and ml

7DMN and there are no couplings between the states corre-
sponding to different values ofMN1ml . Because the matrix
of the electrostatic interaction is diagonal inMS and the ma-
trix of the spin-rotation interaction is diagonal inml , the
sumM5MN1MS1ml is conserved in a collision.

B. Collisions of 1S-atoms with 3S-molecules

The Hamiltonian of the1S-atom–3S-molecule system
can be obtained from that of the1S-atom–2S-molecule sys-
tem by adding toHas a term describing the spin–spin inter-
action in the molecule
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VSS5
2

3
lSSF4p

5 G1/2

A6(
q

~21!qY22q~ r̂ !@S^ S#q
(2) , ~15!

wherelSS is the spin–spin interaction constant and@S^ S# (2) is a tensorial product ofS with itself.29 The basis functions are
the same as defined in Eq.~10!. The matrix elements of theVSS operator are given by the following expression

^xv
N~r !u^NMNu^SMSu^ lml uVSSuxv8

N8~r !&uN8MN8 &uSMS8&u l 8ml8&

5dvv8d l l 8dmlml8
2

3
lSSF4p

5 G1/2

A63(
q

~21!q^NMNuY22quN8MN8 &3^SMSu@S^ S#q
(2)uSMS8&, ~16!

where

^NMNuY22quN8MN8 &

5~21!2MN@~2N11!~2N811!#1/2

3F 5

4pG1/2S N 2 N8

2MN 2q MN8
D S N 2 N8

0 0 0 D ~17!

and

^SMSu@S^ S#q
(2)uSMS8&

5~21!S2MSS S 2 S

2MS q MS8
D ^Si@S^ S# (2)iS&, ~18!

with the double-bar matrix element given by

^Si@S^ S# (2)iS&5A5@~2S11!S~S11!#H 1 1 2

S S SJ . ~19!

The symbol in the curly brackets is a 6j -symbol. WhenS
51, the 6j -symbol is equal to 1/6, and the double-bar matrix
element is equal toA5.

It follows from Eqs. ~17! and ~18! that the spin–spin
interaction mixes states with different values ofMS andMN

but conserves the sumMS1MN . The VSS operator couples
states with different values ofN soN is not a good quantum
number, even asymptotically atR5`.

C. Collisions of 2S-molecules with 2S-molecules

The Hamiltonian of two interacting2S molecules~A and
B! can be written as31,32

H52
1

2m
R22

]

]R
R2

]

]R
1

l2

2mR2 1Has1VAB~R,rA ,rB!

1AAB~R,rA ,rB!SA•SB1Vdip~R!2VA~r A!2VB~r B!

~20!

with the asymptotic Hamiltonian given by

Has52
1

2mA
r A

22 ]

]r A
r A

2 ]

]r A
1

NA
2

2mAr 2 1gANA•SA

12m0BSAz
1VA~r A!2

1

2mB
r B

22 ]

]r B
r B

2 ]

]r B

1
NB

2

2mBr 2 1gBNB•SB12m0BSBz
1VB~r B!, ~21!

whereVAB(R,rA ,rB) is the spin-independent intermolecular
potential,AAB(R,rA ,rB)SA•SB is the spin-dependent interac-
tion that splits the interaction potential surfaces correspond-
ing to different values of total spin andVdip(R) is the mag-
netic dipole interaction.

The basis functions are the products

f i5xvA

NA~r A!uNAMNA
&uSAMSA

&

3xvB

NB~r B!uNBMNB
&uSBMSB

&u lml&. ~22!

The interaction potentialVAB(R,rA ,rB) can be expanded in
spherical harmonics31

VAB~R,rA ,rB!5~4p!3/2 (
lAlBl

VlAlBl~R,r A ,r B!

3 (
mlA

mlB
ml

S lA lB l

mlA
mlB ml

D
3YlAmlA

~ r̂ A!YlBmlB
~ r̂ B!Ylml

~R̂! ~23!

and the matrix elements of the interaction potential in the
basis~22! can be evaluated as follows:
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^xvA

NAu^NAMNA
u^SAMSA

u^xvB

NBu^NBMNB
u^SBMSB

u^ lml uVAB~R,rA ,rB!ux
vA8

NA8 &uNA8 MNA
8 &uSAMSA

8 &ux
vB8

NB8&uNB8MNB
8 &uSBMSB

8 &u l 8ml8&

5dMSA
M

SA
8 dMSB

M
SB
8 (

lAlBl
^xvA

NAu^xvB

NBuVlAlBlux
vA8

NA8 &ux
vB8

NB8& (
mlA

mlB
ml

S lA lB l

mlA
mlB ml

D ~21!2MNA
2MNB

2ml@~2NA11!

3~2NA8 11!~2NB11!~2NB811!~2l 11!~2l 811!~2lA11!~2lB11!~2l11!#1/2

3S NA lA NA8

2MNA
mlA

MNA
8 D S NB lB NB8

2MNB
mlB

MNB
8 D S l l l 8

2ml ml ml8
D S NA lA NA8

0 0 0
D S NB lB NB8

0 0 0
D S l l l 8

0 0 0D .

~24!

TheAAB(R,rA ,rB) term can be expanded as in Eq.~23! and the matrix elements of theAAB(R,rA ,rB)SA•SB operator are
given by

^xvA

NAu^NAMNA
u^SAMSA

u^xvB

NBu^NBMNB
u^SBMSB

u^ lml uAAB~R,rA ,rB!

3SA•SBux
vA8

NA8 &uNA8 MNA
8 &uSAMSA

8 &ux
vB8

NB8&uNB8MNB
8 &uSBMSB

8 &u l 8ml8&

5 (
lAlBl

^xvA

NAu^xvB

NBuAlAlBlux
vA8

NA8 &ux
vB8

NB8& (
mlA

mlB
ml

S lA lB l

mlA
mlB ml

D
3~21!2MNA

2MNB
2ml@~2NA11!~2NA8 11!~2NB11!~2NB811!~2l 11!~2l 811!~2lA11!~2lB11!~2l11!#1/2

3S NA lA NA8

2MNA
mlA

MNA
8 D S NB lB NB8

2MNB
mlB

MNB
8 D S l l l 8

2ml ml ml8
D S NA lA NA8

0 0 0
D S NB lB NB8

0 0 0
D S l l l 8

0 0 0D
3^SAMSA

u^SBMSB
uSA•SBuSAMSA

8 &uSBMSB
8 &, ~25!

where the integrals

^SAMSA
u^SBMSB

uSA•SBuSAMSA
8 &uSBMSB

8 &

can be evaluated through the identity

SA•SB5SAz
SBz

1 1
2 ~SA2

SB1
1SA1

SB2
!. ~26!

They have the following form:

^SAMSA
u^SBMSB

uSA•SBuSAMSA
8 &uSBMSB

8 &

5dMSA
M

SA
8 dMSB

M
SB
8 MSA

MSB

1 1
2 dMSA

M
SA
8 61dMSB

M
SB
8 71@SA~SA11!

2MSA
8 ~MSA

8 61!#1/2@SB~SB11!2MSB
8 ~MSB

8 71!#1/2.

~27!

Quantum chemistry calculations usually produce the in-
teraction potential at fixed values of total spin of the system
VS rather than the spin-independentVAB and spin-dependent

AAB parts of the total interaction. The matrix of the interac-
tion potentialVS can be evaluated in the total spin represen-
tation defined by

uSMS&5(
MSA

(
MSB

F SA SB S

MSA
MSB MS

G uSAMSA
&uSBMSB

&,

~28!

where the symbols in square brackets are Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients. The interactionVS is diagonal in bothS andMS

quantum numbers and the off-diagonal elements in all other
quantum numbers of the basis states are the same as given by
Eq. ~24!.

The magnetic dipole interaction can be written as

Vdip~R!52A4p

5
A6

a fs
2

R3 (
q

~21!qY22q~R̂!

3@SA ^ SB#q
(2) , ~29!

where a fs is the fine structure constant.33 The matrix ele-
ments of theVdip operator are given by
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^xvA

NAu^NAMNA
u^SAMSA

u^xvB

NBu^NBMNB
u^SBMSB

u^ lml uVdipuxvA8

NA8 &uNA8 MNA
8 &uSAMSA

8 &ux
vB8

NB8&uNB8MNB
8 &uSBMSB

8 &u l 8ml8&

5dvAvA8
dvBvB8

dNAN
A8
dNBN

B8
dMNA

M
NA
8 dMNB

M
NB
8 2A6

a fs
2

R3 @~2l 11!~2l 811!#1/2~21!2ml

3S l 2 l 8

0 0 0D (
q522

2

~21!qS l 2 l 8

2ml 2q ml8
D ^SAMSA

u^SBMSB
u@SA ^ SB#q

(2)uSAMSA
8 &uSBMSB

8 &. ~30!

To evaluate the integrals

^SAMSA
u^SBMSB

u@SA ^ SB#q
(2)uSAMSA

8 &uSBMSB
8 &

it is convenient to write the components of the@SA ^ SB# (2)

tensor in the following form:30

@SA ^ SB#q50
(2) 5

1

A6
F2SAz

SBz
2

1

2
~SA1

SB2
1SA2

SB1
!G , ~31!

@SA ^ SB#q561
(2) 57

1

2
@SAz

SB6
1SA6

SBz
#, ~32!

@SA ^ SB#q562
(2) 5

1

2
SA6

SB6
. ~33!

The operatorsSAz
,SA6

act only on the functions
uSAMSA

& and the operatorsSBz
,SB6

only on the functions
uSBMSB

&. Given Eqs.~31!–~33!, it is straightforward to ob-
tain all the integrals in Eq.~30!.

The matrix of the spin-rotation operatorgANA•SA

(gBNB•SB) is diagonal in all quantum numbers with index B
~A! and has the elements given by Eq.~14!. The matrices of
the operatorsNA

2 ,m0BSAz
,NB

2,m0BSBz
are diagonal by defi-

nition of the basis~22!.
Equation ~24! establishes that the electrostatic interac-

tion that induces couplings between the states withMNA

1MNB
and MNA

1MNB
1DMNA

1DMNB
, also couples the

states withml and ml2DMNA
2DMNB

and the coupling is
zero between the states with different values ofMNA

1MNB

1ml . TheAAB(R,rA ,rB)SA•SB operator conserves the sums
MNA

1MNB
1ml andMSA

1MSB
. The spin-rotation operators

couple the states with different values ofMNA
, MSA

, MNB
,

and MSB
but induce no couplings between the states with

different values ofMNA
1MSA

and MNB
1MSB

. The mag-
netic dipole interaction mixes states with different values of
ml , MSA

, andMSB
but does not couple the states with dif-

ferent values of the sumMSA
1MSB

1ml . The sum M

5MNA
1MNB

1MSA
1MSB

1ml is, therefore, conserved in a
collision.

D. Collisions of 3S-molecules with 3S-molecules

The Hamiltonian of two molecules in the3S state can be
obtained from Eq.~20! by adding to the asymptotic Hamil-
tonian~21! two terms describing the spin–spin interaction in
the separated molecules. These terms have the same form as
given by Eq.~15!. The spin–spin operator matrix for mol-
ecule A~B! in the basis~22! is diagonal in quantum numbers
with label B ~A! and has the structure given by Eq.~16!.

E. Symmetrization for collisions
of identical molecules

The complete wave function of a pair of identical mol-
ecules must remain unchanged or invert sign under the trans-
formation (R,rA ,rB)→(2R,rB ,rA) interchanging the two
molecules. The property of the wave function is determined
by the Fermi–Dirac or Bose–Einstein statistics describing
the atomic nuclei in the molecules. One way to account for
the interchange symmetry is to solve the scattering problem
as for two distinct molecules and symmetrize the scattering
amplitude. This approach has been used in a recent study of
H2– H2 scattering.34 In a rigorous solution with an infinite
close coupling expansion, this would give an exact result. In
practice, however, we need to approximate and a better pro-
cedure is to symmetrize the total wave function of the colli-
sion complex from the beginning.2,35 A new symmetrized
and orthonormalized basis may be introduced in terms of the
functions~22! as follows:

f65
1

A2~11d i i 8!
@f~vANAMNA

SAMSA
;vBNBMNB

SBMSB
; lml uR,rA ,rB!

6~21! lf~vBNBMNB
SBMSB

;vANAMNA
SAMSA

; lml uR,rA ,rB!#, ~34!
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where d i i 85dvAvB
dNANB

dMNA
MNB

dSASB
dMSA

MSB
. The ele-

ments of the coupling matrixU in the basis~34! can then be
expressed in terms of the elements of theU-matrix in the
basis~22! given in the preceding sections. Diagonalization of
the asymptotic Hamiltonian in the basis~34! gives the mo-
lecular states in the symmetrized basis and the integration of
the close coupled equations yields a symmetrizedS-matrix
from which the scattering amplitude can be derived follow-
ing the presentations of Takayanagi2 and Davison.35

III. SPIN DEPOLARIZATION

In order to predict the efficiency of buffer gas and
evaporative cooling of molecules, it is necessary to under-
stand the mechanisms driving collisionally induced spin de-
polarization in rotationally ground-state molecules. In this
section we consider spin depolarization in collisions of2S
and3S diatomic molecules with He atoms and with2S and
3S molecules.3He is used in most buffer-gas loading experi-
ments but we may neglect the weak interactions arising from
the presence of nuclear spin.

1. He–2S-molecule collisions

We have shown recently by numerical computations for
He–CaH collisions without a magnetic field that the cross
section for theMS51/2→MS521/2 transition in theN
50 state of the CaH(2S) molecule is sensitive to the energy
separation between theN50 andN51 rotational levels and
the value of the spin-rotation interaction constantg.36 This
suggested that the spin depolarization in2S-molecules in the
N50 state occurs through coupling to the rotationally ex-
cited levels and the action of the spin-rotation interaction in
the excited level. This mechanism follows directly from Eqs.
~12!–~14!. The matrix of the electrostatic interaction~12! is
diagonal in theMS quantum number and cannot induce any
MS-changing transitions. The spin-rotation interaction~14!
changingMS vanishes whenN50. Therefore, if the cou-
plings betweenN50 andN.0 in the electrostatic potential
matrix ~12! are omitted, the states (N50,S51/2,MS51/2)
and (N50,S51/2,MS521/2) are completely uncoupled
and theMS51/2→MS521/2 transition is not possible. The
MS51/2→MS521/2 transition in the rotationally ground-
state2S-molecules is thus determined by an interplay of the
electrostatic couplings between theN50 and N.0 levels
and the spin-rotation interaction in the excited levels.

Due to conservation of the total angular momentum pro-
jection, the MS51/2→MS521/2 transition in theN50
state must be accompanied by theml→ml11 transition. The
spin depolarization, therefore, cannot occur ins-wave colli-
sions without changing the orbital angular momentuml . The
l 50→ l 51 transition is forbidden37 and the leading contri-
bution to the MS51/2→MS521/2 cross section at low
temperatures will be from thel 51→ l 51 and l 50→ l 52
scattering. Thel 51→ l 51 and l 50→ l 52 cross sections
have the same threshold behavior in the limit of zero colli-
sion velocity if the initial and final energy levels are
degenerate.38 The l 50→ l 52 transition is, however, forbid-
den in field-free collisions of2S-molecules in theN50 state
with He due to conservation of the total angular momentum.

The magnetic field splits the energy levels with different val-
ues of MS . According to the Wigner law,38 the l 51,MS

51/2→ l 51,MS521/2 cross section should then vary with
collision velocity v as v and thel 50,MS51/2→ l 52,MS

521/2 cross section should vary as 1/v, when v is very
small. Monitoring cross sections for spin-depolarization in
He–2S-molecule collisions at ultralow energies would elu-
cidate the relative importance of couplings between different
total angular momenta induced by the magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows cross sections for spin depolarization in
3He– CaH(2S1,N50) collisions at ultralow energies and at
different magnetic field strengths. The calculations were per-
formed with the recent interaction potential39 as described in
Sec. II A. To verify our code we repeated the earlier calcu-
lations at zero magnetic field36 and obtained the same results.
The energy dependence of the cross sections changes from
1/v in the limit of v→0 to an increasing function of velocity
at higher energies. That the upturn occurs at very low ener-
gies indicates that the couplings between the total angular
momenta are relatively small in magnetic fields less than 4 T.
The position of the minimum shifts toward larger collision
energies with increasing magnetic field.

2. He–3S-molecule collisions

N is not a good quantum number in3S diatomic mol-
ecules because of the spin–spin interaction~16! which mixes
states withN andN62. In the absence of a magnetic field,
the states of a3S molecule can be characterized by the total
angular momentum of the moleculej5N1S, the
z-projection of the total angular momentummj and a phe-
nomenological quantum numbern. The statesunS jmj& can
be expressed as follows:29

unS jmj&5aj
nu~NS! jmj&1bj

nu~N12,S! jmj&, when j .N

unS jmj&5aj
nu~NS! jmj&2bj

nu~N22,S! jmj&, when j ,N

unS jmj&5u~NS! jmj&, when j 5N ~35!

FIG. 1. Cross sections for theMS51/2→MS8521/2 transition in
CaH(2S1,N50) –3He collisions atB51 T ~circles!, B52 T ~squares!, and
B54 T ~triangles!.
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whereaj
n and bj

n are mixing coefficients. Equation~35! for
the ground state can be rewritten as

uS jmj&5ajF N50 S j

MN50 mj mj
G uN50,MN50&uS,MS5mj&

1bj (
MN ,MS

FN52 S j

MN MS mj
G uN52,MN&uSMS&,

~36!

where the symbols in square brackets are Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients30 and the omission of the quantum numbern
from the ket on the left-hand side and from theaj

n and bj
n

coefficients indicates the ground state. The spin-
depolarization that drives molecules out of traps is~at B50)
the uS jmj&→uS jmj8& transition. The matrices of the spin-
rotation ~14! and spin–spin~16! interaction are diagonal in
the unS jmj& representation. The matrix elements of the elec-
trostatic interaction potential between the functionsuS jmj&
and uS jmj8& are

^S jmj uVuS jmj8&5aj
2F0 S j

0 mj mj
GF0 S j

0 mj8 mj8
G ^N50,MN50u^Smj uVuN50,MN50&uSmj8&

1ajbj (
MN8 ,MS8

F0 S j

0 mj mj
GFN852 S j

MN8 MS8 mj8
G ^N50,MN50u^Smj uVuN852,MN8 &uSMS8&

1ajbj (
MN ,MS

FN52 S j

MN MS mj
GF0 S j

0 mj8 mj8
G ^N52,MNu^SMSuVuN850,MN8 50&uSmj8&

1bj
2 (

MS ,MN
(

MN8 ,MS8
FN52 S j

MN MS mj
GFN852 S j

MN8 MS8 mj8
G ^N52,MNu^SMSuVuN852,MN8 &uSMS8&. ~37!

Because the interaction potential~12! is diagonal inMS , the first term in Eq.~37! vanishes and the remaining terms can
be rewritten as

^S jmj uVuS jmj8&5ajbjF0 S j

0 mj mj
GF N852 S j

mj82mj mj mj8
G ^N50,MN50uVuN852,mj82mj&

1ajbjF N52 S j

mj2mj8 mj8 mj
GF0 S j

0 mj8 mj8
G ^N52,mj2mj8uVuN850,MN8 50&

1bj
2(

MS
F N52 S j

mj2MS MS mj
GF N852 S j

mj82MS MS mj8
G ^N52,mj2MSuVuN852,mj82MS&, ~38!

where the integralŝNMNuVuN8MN8 & are given by Eq.~12!.
The relative magnitudes ofbj andaj in Eq. ~37! depend

on the ratio of the spin-interaction constantlSS to the energy
separation of theN50 andN52 levels

lSS

EN522EN50
. ~39!

If the ratio is small Hund’s coupling case~b! is appropriate
and if it is large the molecular state approximates Hund’s
coupling case~a!. For light 3S molecules, case~b! usually
applies and Eq.~38! establishes that the spin-depolarization
transition uS jmj&→uS jmj8& in ground-state3S molecules is
then determined by the anisotropic part of the electrostatic
interaction. Spin flip occurs because during the collision the
relative population of theN50 and (N52,MN) states is
changed by the atom-molecule interaction and hence so is
mj . Collisionally induced spin-depolarization will be more
efficient in molecules with larger spin–spin interaction con-
stants and smaller separation between theN50 andN52

rotational levels. WhenlSS@g, the role of the spin-rotation
interaction in the molecule will be negligible in comparison
and spin depolarization in heteronuclear molecules with
smaller rotational energy spacings will be similar to that in
homonuclear molecules. In the limit of zerobj , only the
spin-rotation interaction is effective in mixing different spin
states and the mechanism of the spin-depolarization transi-
tions is the same as in2S molecules.36

The magnetic field induces couplings between states
with different values ofj but does not couple states with
different projectionsmj . There are no couplings due to the
magnetic field between the ground stateuS j51,mj& and the
excited states arising from the mixture of theN51 andN
53 levels. TheuS j51,mj& state is, however, coupled to the
excited statesunS j51,mj& and unS j52,mj&. From Eq.~35!

unS j51,mj&5aj
nu~N52,S! j 51,mj&

2bj
nu~N50,S! j 51,mj&,

and
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unS j52,mj&5u~N52,S! j 52,mj&. ~40!

The magnetic couplings are given by

^S j51,mj uB"SunS j51,mj&

52ajbj
nFN50 S j51

0 mj mj
G2

Bmj1bjaj
n

3(
MN

FN52 S j51

MN mj2MN mj
G2

~mj2MN!B ~41!

and

^S j51,mj uB"Su~N52,S! j 52,mj&

5bj(
MN

FN52 S j51

MN mj2MN mj
G

3FN52 S j52

MN mj2MN mj
G~mj2MN!B ~42!

and the wave function of a ground-state3S molecule in a
magnetic field can be written to a good approximation as

umj&5auS j51,mj&1bunS j51,mj&

1cu~N52,S! j 52,mj&, ~43!

wherea, b, andc are mixing coefficients that depend onB.
The matrix elements of the electrostatic interaction between
the functionsumj& and umj8& are

^mj uVumj8&5aa8^S j51,mj uVuS j51,mj8&

1bb8^nS j51,mj uVunS j51,mj8&

1cc8^~N52,S! j 52,mj uVu~N52,S! j 52,mj8&

1~ab81a8b!^S j51,mj uVunS j51,mj8&

1~ac81a8c!^S j51,mj uVu~N52,S! j 52,mj8&

1~bc81b8c!^nS j51,mj uVu~N52,S! j 52,mj8&,

~44!

where we have used the symmetry property of theV-matrix.
In the limit of zero magnetic field,a→1, b, andc are zero
and Eq.~44! reduces to one term given by Eq.~38!. All the
integrals in Eq.~44! may be expressed in terms of the cou-
plings between theN50 andN52 states or the integrals of
the type^N52uVuN52&. The spin-depolarization transitions
in collisions of3S molecules with He in a magnetic field are
thus induced by the same couplings as in field-free collisions
but the relative contribution of thêN52uVuN52& and
^N52uVuN50& matrix elements depends on the magnetic
field.

The ground state of3S molecules has a triplet of
mj -states. The relaxation of themj51 state is possible
through transitions to themj50 or mj521 states. Equation
~38! shows that all the three states are coupled directly. The
spin-spin interaction constantlSS is much larger than the
spin-rotation interaction constantg in most 3S molecules.29

The spin-depolarization transitions in collisions of3S mol-
ecules with He should, therefore, be more efficient than spin-

depolarization in2S molecules. Thel 50→ l 852 transition
in 3S molecules is not restricted by the conservation of the
total angular momentum and the Wigner rise of the cross
section for spin-depolarization will begin at higher collision
energies than in2S molecules, thereby leading to larger
zero-temperature rate coefficients.

As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows cross sections for
3He– NH(3S2) collisions at ultralow energies and magnetic
fields of 1, 2, and 4 T. The He–NH interaction potential was
not available in the literature and the calculations were per-
formed with the potential for Ar–NH interaction.40 Only
cross sections for the dominantMS51→MS8521 relax-
ation are plotted. The Wigner rise of the cross sections starts
at the collision energy of about 1023 cm21 ~compared to
102721028 cm21 in 2S molecules! independently of the
magnetic field strength. An experiment on magnetic trapping
of NH molecules in the He buffer gas is underway at Har-
vard and we will soon present a detailed numerical study of
low temperature He–NH collisions in a magnetic field.

3. 2S-molecule –2S-molecule collisions

MS-changing transitions in collisions of two2S diatomic
molecules can be induced by the spin-rotation interaction in
the molecules~14!, the spin-dependent part of the interaction
potential~25!, and the magnetic dipole interaction~29!. The
spin-dependent interaction potential~25! does not couple the
state in which both colliding molecules have the maximal
projection of spin to other spin states@cf. Eq. ~26!# and thus
cannot induce spin-depolarization in collisions of two mol-
ecules with maximally stretched spins. The spin depolariza-
tion in the rotationally ground-state molecule occurs through
an indirect mechanism involving virtual transitions to the
excitedN-states and the spin-rotation interaction and a direct
mechanism determined by the magnetic dipole interaction
~29!. A comparison of our calculations36 and the experimen-
tal measurements7 for spin relaxation in He–CaH(2S) colli-
sions with the results for spin depolarization in collisions of

FIG. 2. Cross sections for theMS51→MS8521 transition in collisions of
rotationally ground-state NH(3S2) molecules with3He atoms computed
with the Ar–NH interaction potential atB51 T ~circles!, B52 T ~squares!,
andB54 T ~triangles!.
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alkali-metal atoms16,41suggests that the direct transitions due
to the magnetic dipole interaction are more efficient. Based
on the results of Volpi and Bohn28 and our calculations21 we
conclude that in the absence of nuclear spin–electronic spin
interaction in the molecules, the Zeeman relaxation at thresh-
old collision energies will increase dramatically with the
magnetic field strength at low fields and become a slowly
varying function of the magnetic field at high fields.

4. 3S-molecule –3S-molecule collisions

Due to the stronger magnetic dipole interaction and the
presence of the spin–spin interaction, it is to be expected that
spin-depolarization in collisions of3S molecules will be
more efficient than that in collisions of2S molecules.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presented the formalism for quantum-
mechanical close coupling calculations of cross sections
for atom-molecule and molecular collisions in a mag-
netic field. The method is based on expansion of the wave
function in direct products of space-fixed spin functions
of the colliding particles and partial waves for the relative
motion. The Hamiltonian matrices for the cases of
1S– atom–2S-diatomic molecule, 1S-atom–3S-molecule,
2S-molecule–2S-molecule, and3S-molecule–3S-molecule
have been derived in the space-fixed uncoupled representa-
tion. Based on the expressions obtained, we have analyzed
the mechanism for spin-depolarization in diatomic mol-
ecules. We have shown that spin relaxation of2S molecules
in the N50 state is induced by collisions with structureless
atoms through coupling to the excitedN.0 levels and the
action of the spin-rotation interaction. The relative separation
of the N50 andN.0 levels is therefore extremely impor-
tant for spin-depolarization in theN50 state. When there is
no magnetic field, spin-depolarization in2S molecules with
N50 is forbidden fors-wave collisions with1S-atoms. A
magnetic field induces couplings between states of the total
angular momentum and the cross section for spin depolariza-
tion varies inversely as the collision velocity in the low ve-
locity limit to yield a finite zero temperature rate coefficient.
We have shown that spin depolarization in collisions of ro-
tationally ground-state3S-molecules with1S-atoms is deter-
mined by electrostatic couplings between theN50 and N
52 levels and the electrostatic interaction in the excitedN
52 level. The efficiency of spin relaxation will be small in
molecules with a large separation between the rotational lev-
els interacting with atoms through a weak potential and in
molecules with weak spin–spin interaction. Zero temperature
rate coefficients for spin depolarization in collisions of rota-
tionally ground-state3S molecules with atoms in a magnetic
field will be much larger than those for depolarization in2S
molecules withN50. Spin-depolarization will generally be
much faster in collisions of3S molecules than in collisions
of 2S molecules.
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APPENDIX: DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING CROSS
SECTION IN EXTERNAL FIELDS

To derive Eq.~7!, we follow the work of Arthurs and
Dalgarno1 and Takayanagi.2 The present derivation is differ-
ent from theirs in that the basis functions are not coupled to
form the total angular momentum representation and the di-
rection of the quantization axis is fixed by the field rather
than the vector of the initial collision flux. Alexander and
Davis have also derived the scattering amplitude for colli-
sions with the quantization axis determined by cell
experiments42 and the approach used here is similar to theirs.

The wave functionsca lml
corresponding to the entrance

channel with quantum numbersa,l ,ml are solutions to the
Schrödinger equation

Hca lml
5Eca lml

~A1!

and the expansion~3! can be written as

ca lml
5R21(

a8
(
l 8

(
ml8

F
a8 l 8m

l8

a lml ~R!Yl 8m
l8
~R̂!ua8&. ~A2!

Using the boundary conditions~6!, Eq. ~46! can be rewritten
as

ca lml
5(

a8
(
l 8

(
ml8

1

R
Aa lml

$daa8d l l 8dmlml8

3exp@2 i~kaR2p l /2!# ~A3!

2S ka

ka8
D 1/2

Sa8 l 8m
l8 ;a lml

3exp@ i~ka8R2p l 8/2!#%Yl 8m
l8
~R̂!ua8&. ~A4!

Assuming the incident flux is a plane wave, the wave func-
tion

ca5(
l

(
ml

ca lml
~A5!

must be of the form

ca5exp@ ika•R#ua&1ca
scattered. ~A6!

Expanding the plane wave in partial waves

exp@ ika•R#ua&5
i4p

2kaR(
l

(
ml

i lYlml
* ~R̂i!

3$exp@2 i~kaR2p l /2!#

2exp@ i~kaR2p l /2!#%Ylml
~R̂!ua& ~A7!

and comparing the coefficients in front of exp@2i(kaR
2p l /2)# in Eqs.~A7! and~A5! yields the following expres-
sions forAa lml

:
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Aa lml
5

i2p

ka
i lYlml

* ~R̂i!. ~A8!

R̂i denotes the orientation of the initial collision flux with
respect to the quantization axis.

The scattered part of the wave function is the difference
between the outgoing part of the total wave function and the
outgoing part of the incident function given, respectively, by

coutgoing52
1

R(
a8

(
l 8

(
ml8

(
l

(
ml

S ka

ka8
D 1/2

3
i2p

ka
i lYlml

* ~R̂i!Sa lml ;a8 l 8m
l8
Yl 8m

l8
~R̂!ua8&

3exp@ i~ka8R2p l 8/2!# ~A9!

and

coutgoing
inc 52

1

R(
l

(
ml

S ka

ka
D 1/2

3
i2p

ka
i lYlml

* ~R̂i!Ylml
~R̂!ua&exp@ i~kaR2p l /2!#.

~A10!

It can be written following Ref. 1 as

ca
scattered5(

a8
i~kaka8!

21/2qa→a8~R̂i ,R̂!
eika8R

R
ua8&, ~A11!

whereqa→a8 is the scattering amplitude for thea→a8 tran-
sition

qa→a8~R̂i ,R̂!

52p(
l

(
ml

(
l 8

(
ml8

i l 2 l 8Ylml
* ~R̂i!Yl 8m

l8
~R̂!Ta lml ;a8 l 8m

l8

~A12!

and the T-matrix elements are defined asdaa8d l l 8dmlml8

2Sa lml ;a8 l 8m
l8
. Because the elements of theT-matrix be-

tween states of different total angular momentum projections
M are zero, Eq.~A12! can be rewritten as

qa→a8~R̂i ,R̂!

52p(
M

(
l

(
ml

(
l 8

(
ml8

i l 2 l 8

3Ylml
* ~R̂i!Yl 8m

l8
~R̂!Ta lml ;a8 l 8m

l8
M

, ~A13!

where the summations overml andml8 are restricted so that
the sum ofml and the projections of all angular momenta in
statea as well as the sum ofml8 and the projections of all
angular momenta in statea8 are equal toM .

The differential cross section for thea→a8 transition is
given by

dsa→a8~R̂i ,R̂!5ka
22uqa→a8~R̂i ,R̂!u2dR̂idR̂ ~A14!

and the integral cross section~7! is obtained by integration of
Eq. ~A14! over all orientations ofR̂i andR̂ and dividing the
result by 4p to account for the random initial orientation of
the collision flux. If it is assumed that the initial collision
flux is directed along thez-axis

Ylml
* ~R̂i!→S 2l 11

4p D 1/2

dml0
~A15!

and Eqs.~A12! and ~7! reduce to the corresponding expres-
sions of Ref. 1.
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